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V ABSTPRAC

In this paper, we examir the implied faulty sets in the ce of the PMC

system, Ilo fault model. We show that those sets pou ess a mexinlLity pro-

per whenever, the system is oe-sep t-diagnoambe, no two modules %st each

other and the number of faulty modules is no larg than i. In addidon, we

propose a MmiKro-dcoding algorithm b on that matimatity property.
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INTRODUCtiON

Since its Introduction in 1967, the PMC system lev fault model popoed

by Lreparata Mon aid ChiM 91 has been the subject of much attentki.

Conditions that bure om-stop rabity have been ; rropd In [11, [31

ad [91, an decoding algorithms have been propond in [21 and in [41481.

One of the major stumbling blocks for the synthesis of decoding Algo-

rithms for the PMC model is the absnce of known usefu p that

evult from the asumions of the model. Thus, the existing algorithms

depend either on strong assumptions on the structume of the testing inezm-

nectlon [51, [71, on unproven conjectures [21, or on searches with the associ-

ated dmwback - namely, bcktracking (41 - or they ate insurel to work only

when few faults ar Present [61 [81.

It seem reasonable to munu that if a PMC model is one-step r-

e then well-chosen quantities exist that exhibit usefi propertis. In

pnvious work [51481, we used the concept of the in MIe@J hf wt to amnlyz

the PM model. The mlied faulty set of a module is simply the set of all the

modules in the systm that may be deduced to be faulty under the assumption

that the module is non faulty. The usefulnms of this conmept has been dem -
strand in [51 and [7] for the case of Dr interconnction struures, and In [61
and [8] for the case in which no two modules test each other, and the number

of faulty modules is smalL

In this peper, we show that the implied faulty sets of one-step v-

dztmlPAC models in which no two modules tst each other t* a

p*a q/qtMMd1O,: the module that corresp nd to a maximal imlied faulty

set is a faulty.
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THE PMC SY37EM LEVEL FAULT MODEL

comsider a system S of n modules U09 U ...Ip U and a testing inter

connection desin TD - ((IJ) I U tests Uj }. It is mume that when 0j)

i in TID, the test ouiconmaij of U tting Uj isaj -0if U, belivs Uj to

be nonfltty, and aij - I ifU, belie U1 to be faulty. Acomin satof

test outcoies Le., an outcome aij for emh (i J) in TID is called a on*~.

The diagnosis problem cosists in partitioning S nto th set Gs of non faulty

modules and the set Fs of faulty modules from the knowledge of am of the

possie corresponding syndromes. In this paper, we ssume that the only

faults that may occur ate sotki, and that the test-fault relationship satisfie at

least the ' P.rata-letzme-.Cen assumption given below.

4 ipom I.-

( if (J) is In TD and U is nonfaulty, tihenAj 0implaethe Ujisnon-

• faulty, and aij - I inv that Uj is fault,

(ii) If (iJ) is in TID and U is faulty, then U may be nonfaulty or faulty

repidless of te value of j.

Given (Gs F$ ), Hypothmis I kmpUes that only a subset of all possible syn-

dtoms may occur. Dewnrmin all possile syndromes that correspwd to a

given partition (Gs,Fs) of S is not dlult. On the othr hal, the probem

we addmes in this papar - that is, given a syncrom produced by a partition

(Gs,Fs) of S, find (s,Fs) - Is much more difficult to solve.

Not all the paritom of S into nonfauty and faulty modules ny eltain a

tvens yW roam A parmition (GF) ofs mahom withavensyndrows if

awd only If the assmption that ll the modules in G ar nonfaulty anl ll the

modules in F an faulty is consistent with the sndrome. The partition (G, FS)



is obvioly consistent, but unfommatly, nay partitions uually exist that an

consbant with oawgiven syndrom Thus, given a syr e, am cannot

klentify the falty modul without additiol assumptions.

iV we isut that the a p*o probabilitW tit a st of modules F is faulty

is hirwudy Pppoional to the caUdinality IF I ofF, then it is rsonable to

foo o the comsent partition of S that ae most liluly to oww namely, the

comisam partitions of S in which IF I is minimal Such partitions, cWled

1mh*utia cee#utWMl &We am the solutions to the filoawing discree minimlra-

tion ;-*Pn

Prn I: Givn a synmiome find a consisnt partition (G#,F#) of S such

t at IF.I < IFI for al the patitio (GF) ofS ttat consisantwith the

If the number of faulty modules does not exced r, at least one consistent

pertition, nwel (GSFs), exists such that IFs I C r. If only am such parti-

ton exis, then M d the p rtition (GsFs) reduces to soving Problem I

wheunvo IFS I 4C . Thus, in the cOnext of our paper, oe-sap 1-

diagoissblly (91 reduces to:

D ~ . : A asam S k ot-sap risosable, if and oniY f wi nver a

comisam partition (0 9F) -rimt such that IF I 4C r, that ptrtition is the

una solution to P&llem 1.

WeLED NOWPAULTY AND FAULTY SM

We aw rdumd thn polem of mWimitWlg do pariton (GgS) to dm

of solvin a diats p Wem, Pmrlem 1. Our qipmnh oa ahWs

* ptubla depiods an tM oanmpo knil onW futy nd fatly un.
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D O 2: "The implied non famty set M(U) of a module (with gmpect to

a sn syndrom) is the set of all tie modulo inS that rmy be deduced to be

non faulty wmr the assumption that Uj is non faulty.

DVSjb 3: The implied faulty set L (U) of a module U1 (with -esect mto a

slwundmnm) is the set of all the modues. ins that may be deduced tobe

faulty under the assu ation that U is non faulty.

If the module U, is inGs, then M(U,) is a subset of Gs, L(U,) is a sub-

1st ofFs, arn therfoM, M(U,) and L(U) ae disjoin. Thn, If M(U,) and

L(U) ae not dijoint, we may cornlude that U is in Fs. Let Fo and Go be

the sets defmd by

Fo- U, E S IM(U, nL(U) #Pd

* and

Go" 0 -S-F.

The set F0 is a subset of Fs , pwovided that the bsi Lsption on the

fault-tet relatlorhip, nmely Hypothesis 1, holds. The fact that F0 is a subset

of Fs does not depend on any amumption aonerning the maximum number of

faulty modules, not on usumptiom concerning the strmtum of the testing

inegtmm on ne r The set F0 is not difficult to obtain. Gven a system

S and a synmm, we may compum Fo and cosider the reduced system So
obatad by deeti Fo from S ad the cot.wp n muced syndrm

oabtai by detet al the m links betwm n Go and Fo from the orlml

syndrtom Now that itS Is ontsup r-dlosable, then So is

A* " om-step (--IFI)-da &oual.

-3 Qfley, Ir Hypothess I is sAtiled and W L(U,) lGo - for eve y

*-4] L
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modle U, In GO, then the partition (GoFo) is a solution to Pmblem 1. Thus,

Deftdon I Impfls that, in som cames, the set Fs of faulty modules is the set

FO.

Lam 1: If Hypotheass 1 is satidsed, if S is m-step r-damabIe, if

L(U) n Go - for e y modute Uj nG0 , aidif IFoI r, thenFs-

FO.

MAXIMALIrY OF THE IMPLIED FAULTY SETS

Tin set F0 may be computed soon as the implied non faulty amd faulty

sets hm been obtaind, and we know that every module in F0 is faulty. We

hmve no muor to belm that F0 contaim al the faulty modules. We could

Stin the f(t (81 tht F - L(G), whom

L(G)- (Uj Iu E L(U,), U, C G

wiumver (G ,F) is a midmal conoisunt partition, to arch for the minimal

comisuent patidom, but this search may be tedious. We will now present a

pperty of the implied faulty sets that holds when the Hakimi-Amin [31

sucsnt conditom for om-step 4-dlamlsmllity are satfted.

H d 2 (HaM.d-mn).:

(1) evy ? is teted by at lent r other mcdules;

(H) no t modulem test each other.

We kww fr tlom I ;mmm a uniqu slion wh

Hypotlmms I ad 2 m mtn d nd the number of fauty modules is mt

gmater thma r. In such a amme the impied falty sets po a paprty that

psad stmplf the tuk of decoding symbomes

Thm 1: If Hypotems I and 2 m ated, ma if I l< 141 1, thenat



lest m moduleU, In exit such that eitherM(U,) n L(U,) Oor

IL(U,)I >r+l, or bot.r
Proof'. See App d

We may ue Tlmoemn I to exhibit a maximality Property of the impfled

fauity sets. V PS i non-empty and if Fo is empty, then at lent one module U,

exiusothoiat L(U,)I >v + 1; thus, the modules UnStitmaKimIz

IL(U,)I are raty.

Cday I: If Hypotheses 1 and 2 ae sated, if I FS 14 r and if M(U,)

nL(U,) - for erynmdule inS, thn the module Uj that maximize

IL(Uj)I ae InF S.

CorWWlary I may be used rcursively to swnat= the set Fs of faulty

, modules in , and thus, when Hypotheses I and 2 axe satisfied, an iterattve

S"gmalyW-W algorithm wil produce the sr. of faulty modules, provkied that

the set FO is fist ientdkfle

StopO-Lt FO-U,EfSJM(U) n L(U,) ;d ), andlet k .

StpI: Lthk -max( IL(U,) n (S-Fk) I il, CS-Fk).

Step 2: Ifk 0, let FA - Fk and stop; Otherwise o to Sto p 3.
Stp 3: Let Hk - IU, E S-Fk I IL(U,) n (s-F)I -"}.

Stop 4: Let Fk+ -k U Hk.

Stop 5: Let k - k+l, and go to Stp 1.

The fat that S ConMins A ft number of modules implies that Algorithm

I unninaw afer a fm numbw ofiia tiom. Using Lemma 1, Theorem 1

and CogoaW 1, we ma then obtain the following tsult.



Tem 2: If Hypotheses I and 2 ma ied, andi if IFs I r, tin setiF

gzmtd by Aldrithm I is equal to the set of faulty moduteFs.

APPENDIX: Proof of Theorem I

Our por of Theem 1 is lilar to the omm ued by Halima Wd Amin in

(3]. Frst, we maume that the result of the theozem does not hold; we then

partition the syslem S and usin that partition, we exhibit two ir nilties

which taken together, lead to a contradiction. Thus, in this apMendix we shl

amume that we hae a PMC syst m level model in which:

(Al) every module is tested by at least other modules,

W(A) no two module Nst eah other,

(A3) the number of faulty modules IFs I. satisfes < IFs I <1.,

(A)M(U)n L(U)- 0forevery moduleU inS, md

(AS) IL(U,)I < fors every module U, inS.

Let U. be a faulty module in S such that for every faulty module U, in S,

IM(U.) n Ps I p IM(U,) n FsI. (1)

We now pattion Or system S into Aw subsets: VI, V2, V3, V4 and V5.

Lea Vl - M(U.) n Fs. ThuVconsists of all the modules iFS that

must be nonfauty if" U is ssumed to be nonfaulty ad U. is in V1.

L V2 be the subset of that cormits of ltithe modues in L(U) that

am actuly faulW, Le.,

V2 - L(U.) aF s .

Let V3 be m st of A faity modules that e not in o 2, i.e.,

V3F- (VI U Y2).
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LAt V4 be the subet Of S that Consists of all the modules in the ipe

* fanty set of U.0 that are atually nofauity, Le.,

V4 - L(U.) n Gs.

Let V 5 be the sto alo rinfaulty module that a not m L(U ), Le.,

VS - Gs - V+

Qlea, the sets V, V2 and V 3 form a partition for Fs, and the sets V 4

and V5 form a partition for Gs.

For -,2,4,5andJ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, let Ej the set of tiing

links from Vi into Vj, let vi denote the cardinality of the partition block V1, let

e4) edemte the cardinality of the set of 0inks from V, toYVj letel denote th

cad( hit of the sets of1 4inks from' V to Vj, and let ei,.- ei, + eil, Le.,

e j is the cardinality of the set of testing links Ej.

The definition of the partition blocks V, implies that the number and type

of ttng links between blocks my not be arbitrary.

LAmm 2: The testi links sets Ejj satisf.

(i) el,3 am .S, - e5,4 - ,

(ii) E1,1 E 1, E391, E.,, E4.,5 ard ESS consists only of 0inks;

(ill) EI.2, El,4 E , 3,49 E4,l, E4,29 E4 t, ES, and ES£3 consist on of 14inks;

(lv) E2,1, E2.29 E2,3, E2,4, E2.59 E 3,3 arid E3,5 consist of both 0-links aMd I-

linkL

Proof. Lt U be in V 1, and let Uj be in S. Ifa 04tnkfrom U, toUj ists,

thn Uj must be in V I U Vs, Sd if thee Is a 14ink ftom U to Uj, the Uj

must be i L(U.) and hme, in V 2 U V. We may then cotude that El.

Old a t, CoMist Of orV 04 ns that E. ad EI, cosist of only 14nks aM
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that 1. -

Lt Ube inV 3, andletU bein S. IfaO-inkfrom U toUj Xs t.henUj

must be in V 1 U V3 U VS; if there is a 14ink from Uj to U, then Uj must be

in V2 U V3 U V 4 U V 5  We may then conlude that E3,1 consists of only 0-

links, and that E3.2 and E34 Consist of only 1-links.

Let U, be in V4, a-d let Uj be in S. By construction, Uj is non faulty and Uj

is faulty wheneverU U is in V 1 U V 2 U V 3; U is non faulty whenever U is in

V 4 U Vs. We may then concUde that E 4,1, E4,2 and E4,3 consist of only I-

links, and that E4.4 and E4,5 consist of only 0-links.

We camnt have any testing links from V5 to V1 or V 4, because whenever a

non faulty module tests a module in either V, or V4, it must be in L(U.),
thus e - e,4-0. By construction, a module Uj in V 5 is non faulty and

thus, Es, and ES.3 Consist of only 14inks, and E5 ,5 consists of only -OLnks 0

Every module is tested by at least r other modules, and themfore,

e,1 + e2,1 + e3, + e4,1 o rv, (2)

and

el,4 + e2,4 + e3,4 +1,4 4.4 T'4. (3)

No two modules teat each other, and thus

.1j vl(v 1-1)/2, (4)

e4,4 V 4(V4-1)/2, (5)

e6, 4 + e4 ,1 < vlv4 , (6)

and

e............ . 4............)
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T ft that IL(U,)I r for every module U, inS imps tha the nmiber

of 1-links from a partition block Vi to S cannot be Inr than the number of

0-links from S to Vj, and therefore,

'1 + , .? +eb. +el.4 IC (8)

and

e3,4 Q e2,3 + ey.3. (9)

The naximality of the module U. on which the basic partition is bisd implies

that no faulty module may find more than v i-I faulty modules non faulty, and
thus,

SeRI +6eR. + R3 (V2(V-1), (10)

and

,e3,I -e.3 V 3(V 1--) (11)

Equations (2) and (4) imply

e4.1 ;0 r"v - vl(v-1)/2 - e2.1 --e3.1. (12)

Equations (3), (5) and (7) imply

e1,4 ) f'4 - V2V4  34 - v4(v 4 -l)/2- (13)

2Thus, using (6), we obtain

X+Y >0 (14)

VX - V- Iv + l(vl-l)/2 -- '4 + v4( 4 -)/2 + V2V4, (15)

Y e2.1 +e3.1 + 3,+ (16)
4 ,4
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Using (9), we obtain

Y I e2.1 +e3.1 +e3 + eY. (17)

and using (11), we id that

Y 44 e2,1 + e 3 + V3(vl-l)- (18)

Inequalities (8) mi (10) y .d

ell + 4j2 + 'L3 + e214 + ekl + eR2 + e203 < e202 + V2('- 1)s (19)

thus

e~l + e.l +e 3 ( v2(V1-1), (20)

anid we ray condode that

e2.1 + e V 2(V-l). (21)

Using (18) and (21), we obtain

Y 4 v3(VI-1) + V2(v-l). (22)

The number of faulty modules is at most r, i.e.,

V1 + V2 + V3;< T", (23)

arnd thus

,v(vr-l)/2 + 2(v'-1) + v3(v-1) AQ 'I- 1) - v1(vj-l)/2 (24)

The that IL(U)I r for evy moduleU in S impui that 2 + V4 4

r", ad thus

y= (2 - 04. (25)

Using (14), (1), (16), (22), (24) and (25), we obtain

VIV4 - rv1 + ,r(Y-1) - v(v-1)/2 - Tr4 + v4(v4"1)/2 + ( 4rv 4 0 0.(26)
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Equation (26) may be rewritten as

(V- v4)/2 - (j - v4)2/2 - ,r 0 . (27)

It is a" to verify that

( -V4)/2 - (v - vd/2 (0.125 (28)

for lvalues of vi and v4. and thus

0.125 - r >O. (29)

Equation (29) impies that r must be equal to 0, and this contraicts (A3).

We hav shown that the fve, bas asumptions given at the beginning of

tin appendix lead to a contmiction and thus mW not hold. We can thenfore

coimude that if a PMIC model satis&s (Al), (A2) arx (,W), then (M) and

4 (AS) may not hold simulaeously that is, if (AI), (A2) and (A3) hold, then

at lebt ammdule U inS exists so that either (i) M(U) nl L(Ui) F 0, or

00( IL.(uj)l I>r+ 1, or both.

Ni
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